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Abstract. Recent advances have led to a multitude of image modalities being used for visualization of tissue stiffness. High-resolution images of tissue stiffness are desirable, as they have the potential to provide useful diagnostic information. A noncontact optical imaging method has the attractions of low cost, simplicity, and utility when skin contact is undesirable. However, previous optical techniques have required the application of paint or ink to the surface of the skin and so have required contact. Therefore, the present study assessed the feasibility of tracking skin surface topography to produce elastograms. The study showed, by analyzing a variety of silicone skin surface replicas from various body sites of subjects of different ages, that skin surface elastography by tracking surface topography would be feasible. The study further showed that the quality of the strain images can be optimized by measuring skin line pattern frequency. Skin samples with high skin line frequency will achieve best spatial resolution, in the order of 1 mm, comparable to contact techniques reported previously. A mechanically inhomogeneous silicone replica was then imaged, illustrating the technique’s ability to detect strain contrast. Finally, the feasibility of implementing the technique in vivo was illustrated using a single pigmented skin lesion. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.12.121513]
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1 Introduction

Changes in the mechanical properties of skin, as well as in the time- and orientation-dependence of these properties occur gradually with age, but also for many other reasons including injury, scarring, dehydration, swelling, impaired heart function, rehydration therapy, sun exposure, skin cancer, psoriasis, oedema, and genetic conditions affecting connective tissue. Therefore, the mechanical properties of skin and underlying tissue have potential for assessing ageing, the effect of environmental factors, and also for clinical diagnosis and treatment of various diseases. One example of a commonly used technique is the pinch test, where skin’s recovery following stretching is assessed, and the time taken for skin to return to its original shape is an indicator of hydration and age.

Techniques allowing visualization of tissue stiffness contrast have been recently developed by performing high-resolution imaging of tissue strain, from which tissue stiffness can be inferred. Recent advances have led to a multitude of image modalities being used for this purpose such as ultrasound and optical techniques. To date, the majority of optical elastography techniques have been developed using coherent optical imaging, for example, by tracking optical coherence tomography images or laser speckle. In contrast, the noncontact, incoherent, photography-based optical method proposed in this study would have the attractions of low cost and utility when skin contact is undesirable. The surface of diseased skin is often not intact, for example, in suspicious pigmented lesions. Therefore, a technique which avoids contact with the area of interest being imaged would have the benefit of reduced susceptibility to infection. Although for the proposed technique the loading requires contact, this is away from the area of interest, or nonintact region. As is also the case for ultrasound and coherent optical techniques, tracking surface topography has the potential to produce high-resolution images of tissue stiffness, which would have the potential to provide useful diagnostic information. Previously, other incoherent photography-based optical techniques have been suggested for producing strain images of the skin at high spatial resolution, for example, by applying paint or ink to the surface of the skin and acquiring photographs of the skin at different strains. Although it appears sometimes to be possible to create strain images without paint or ink to be applied to the skin, often the structure present in color photographs of tissue, with no paint or ink, was too low in contrast for successful tracking. In addition to direct contact with the region of interest being undesirable in the assessment and diagnosis of many skin diseases, such approaches may affect the mechanical properties of the region of interest, by altering its frictional properties. The current study proposes and evaluates a noncontact alternative to adding marks to the skin where the natural contrast is low, by making use of the natural features of the skin surface, or topography, for tracking. The topography of the skin is dominated by skin lines, which increase in separation and straighten as the skin is stretched and provide sufficient information for tracking such that any extra preparation such as paint is not required. Although these features are present to some extent in simple photographic imaging, images of the skin’s topography, acquired with techniques such as photometric stereo imaging or fringe projection, provide more clearly and consistently defined data.

As this novel technique has not been previously investigated, this paper describes a study undertaken to investigate...
the potential of skin surface topography elastography, prior to clinical assessment. The study aimed to determine whether the change in skin line profile due to stretching can be used to measure strain. It also investigated the accuracy of tracking and methods of image optimization. The test objects chosen were silicone replicas (SILFLO from Flexico, England) of different skin surface topographies and the quality of the strain images was assessed by measuring the noise content. The optical elastography technique only measures strain, not stiffness, so there was no need to construct a test object that mimicked the stiffness properties of skin.

For this study, a device that is frequently used in skin clinics called the Primos™ micro-profilometry system (GFMesstechnik GmbH, Germany) was used to image the skin topography, despite slow image acquisition and the author’s finding that accuracy suffers with sudden changes in surface height, for example, those typically encountered at the edge of pigmented skin lesions. This was justified as sudden changes would not be encountered for the current study, where normal skin was investigated, and the Primos device was deemed accurate for the assessment of skin line tracking in skin free from irregularities. Furthermore, the slow image acquisition was unimportant, as the use of replicas meant that there was no movement. A subsequent study is to be described in a forthcoming paper, where the optimized technique reported herein was used to track pigmented lesions in vivo, using a faster, lower cost, and more accurate surface topography measuring technique, called photometric stereo.9

The frequency of the major skin lines present within the skin’s topography varies with the body site (see Fig. 1) and the technique uses these major skin lines for tracking. Therefore, a second aim of this study was to develop a method which would allow optimization of strain images, independently of body site, by optimizing tracking parameters, such as the area of data (or window size) that is used for cross-correlation between images.

2 Methods

An Extensometer™ (Cardiff-Biometrics Ltd, Cardiff, Wales, United Kingdom), designed for applying tensile loading to skin in vivo, was used to apply tensile strain to test specimens attached by two tabs, as shown in Fig. 2. At fixed levels of strain, surface height images were acquired with a Primos™ micro-profilometry system (GFMesstechnik GmbH, Germany), with the pixel dimensions 0.0288 x 0.0288 mm, a height resolution of 3 μm, and an image area of 19 x 14 mm. The system measures the deflections in stripes projected optically onto the skin surface caused by the variation in height. In addition to the spatial resolution of the micro-profilometry system, for displacement tracking, the spatial resolution of the technique will depend on the tracking parameters used. Optimization of the tracking parameters to optimize spatial resolution was therefore the main focus of the study.

Fig. 1 6 x 6 mm² regions within the surface height profile images of different skin types: (a) and (b) deep lines (approximate height variation 0.4 mm), (c) frequent lines (approximate height variation 0.2 mm), (d) shallow lines (approximate height variation 0.1 mm). Image brightness indicates height in a linear manner.

Fig. 2 (a) Overview and (b) more detailed view of the Primos™ micro-profilometry system and the Extensometer™ setup.
When using the technique in vivo, during the two seconds taken to acquire a complete image of height data by the Primos system, subject movement may occur, adding noise to the height profiles acquired. In addition, the time-dependent mechanical behavior of skin leads to stress relaxation during the height profile acquisition, leading to blurring, reduced tracking performance, and variations in the strain distribution across the test area. To overcome this issue, silicone rubber skin replicas were used as phantoms in the present study to reduce these sources of noise, making trends in the dependence on tracking parameters easier to observe. A silicone resin called SILFLO from Flexico (England) has been previously used to produce accurate negative surface maps of the skin’s topography.\textsuperscript{10} Skin tends to behave in a viscoelastic manner,\textsuperscript{11,12} to a much greater extent than Silflo, as can be seen in examples of skin and Silflo stress relaxation curves (Fig. 3). As typical strains were small, differences between local strain patterns within the replicas and skin were considered as negligible.

To investigate the ability of the technique to be used for different skin types, 16 replica samples were analyzed from various skin sites and age groups. For each replica, the spacing of the skin lines was calculated by eye by finding the mean distance between skin lines measured along three horizontal lines and three vertical lines running through the 0% strain height profile image. Although the main aim of this study was to investigate normal skin, two additional samples from lesioned skin were included, to provide preliminary evidence as to whether this might have an effect on tracking performance. The local NHS Trust research ethics committee granted ethical approval. Silicone rubber replicas were made of skin samples by applying an approximately 3-mm thick layer of the silicone mixture to the skin surface and leaving the mixture to set for 5 min. After this time period, the silicone rubber replica easily peeled away from the skin surface, retaining a negative imprint. These replicas could then be attached to the Extensometer feet to be stretched, whilst height profile images were acquired with the Primos system. The length of the samples was sufficient to allow them to be glued to the two Extensometer feet, where the feet were spaced 40 mm apart, and the width of the sample was 10 mm, the same as that of the Extensometer feet (see Fig. 2). Samples were loaded in a tensile manner, to each of the desired strains (see subsequent paragraph). Once at the desired strain, the Extensometer held the sample at a constant strain whilst the height image was acquired, and then unloaded the sample to return to 0% strain before stretching to a different applied strain.

Height profiles of each Silflo sample were acquired, using the setup shown in Fig. 2, at strains from 0% to a maximum applied strain of 11.8%, at intervals of 0.26%, which covered the typical range of strains encountered through normal physical movement. The initial 0% strain height image was then paired with the height images for each of the different applied strains. For each pair of height images, an image of local displacement was then formed using a two-dimensional (2-D) cross-correlation block-matching technique to find the corresponding individual regions of topography in the paired height image. Corresponding regions between height images were found using a cross-correlation calculation on small segments of the height image ("reference windows") at a time, to find the most similar height image structure for the same-sized window in the second height image. High precision of the displacement estimates was achieved by finding the height pixel location that defined the center of the window whose data had the highest correlation with the data in the reference window. To achieve subpixel estimation, a localized 2-D cross-correlation function was calculated for the window with the highest cross-correlation value and its nearest neighbors. A 2-D curve was then fitted to the cross-correlation function and the location of the peak of the function indicated a more precise estimate of the displacement of the center pixel of the window. The distribution of $x$ and $y$ displacements over the whole original image can be displayed as $x$- and $y$-displacement images, with the sampling interval equal to that of the original image and resolution proportional to the window size in both the $x$- and $y$-directions. Some locations may be skipped when choosing the centers of the reference windows to reduce the tracking processing time, i.e., by using nonoverlapping windows, but at the cost of degradation in resolution. The spatial resolution of the displacement images increases with a reduction in the window size. However, the smaller the window size, the lower the precision of each displacement estimate. Miller\textsuperscript{13} and Doyley\textsuperscript{14} give a more detailed description of this method of displacement estimation.

As mentioned above, the larger the displacement estimation window size, the lower the noise, but the poorer the spatial resolution. The skin surface is made up of skin lines running in various directions, forming peaks and troughs, which form the structure of the signal being tracked, as indicated in Fig. 4. Therefore, unlike ultrasound elastography, where the optimum displacement estimation window size would be determined by the size of the speckle (which in turn is a property of the ultrasound beam width and pulse length as described by Ophir et al.\textsuperscript{15}), in this application, the optimum window size is likely to be determined by the frequency of the skin line pattern. A range of displacement estimation window sizes was therefore used to produce displacement images. Tracking performance was assessed using two methods: (1) cross-correlation coefficient, a measure of how similar regions are and (2) displacement signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), a measure of the precision of displacement estimates. The cross-correlation coefficient was calculated as the spatially averaged cross-correlation coefficient over the entire displacement image and the displacement SNR was calculated as the mean displacement over the image divided by the standard deviation of the displacement. The effect of window size on displacement SNR and correlation coefficient was investigated over a number of different skin types and applied strains. For each sample, at each different strain, eight different window sizes were investigated. The size of the (square) windows was increased from

![Fig. 3 Stress relaxation of Silflo and forearm skin tested in vivo, under constant strain. The peak of each plot represents the end of the loading phase and the beginning of the hold phase.](image-url)
To calculate strain, consider the situation of applying tensile strain with an Extensometer where, for example, the elastic medium is tethered to the stationary tab and the other tab moves away from the first, applying tensile load and strain. The displacement estimates associated with the adjacent reference windows covering the medium between the two tabs are cumulative, as the object elements within any window would have translated away from the static tab by a total displacement equal to the sum of the displacements created in the regions toward the static end of the sample plus the displacement caused by extension of the object in the window itself, as shown in Fig. 5. Figure 6 also illustrates this behavior, but as data points for x displacements of the object in adjacent reference windows. Displacements are illustrated for a section of one row in the x-displacement image. As strain is equal to the extension divided by the original length, the strain between the two adjacent displacement estimates will therefore be equal to the difference between the displacement estimates divided by the window spacing, i.e., the gradient of the displacement image. If the displacement measurements are noisy, which they usually are, calculating the strain in this way (i.e., from just two neighboring displacement estimates) will emphasize the noise. One type of noise-smoothing gradient estimator used in elastography, and that employed for the present work, is known as the least squares strain estimator. This estimates the strain by fitting a straight line to a series of displacement estimates and computing a local average of the gradient across the distance of a number of reference window positions, as shown in Fig. 6.

When strain is calculated in the same direction as the estimated displacement component (in this case calculated as \( \frac{\partial u_x}{\partial x} \)), the result is known as the normal strain. Shear strain may also be estimated, by calculating the strain in the orthogonal direction to the estimated displacement component. It should be noted that inaccurate displacement estimates will lead to inaccurate strain estimates.

Strain estimates can be displayed as a strain image, or “elastogram.” In a similar manner to the window size trade-off in displacement estimation, the number of displacement estimates used to measure the gradient will affect the precision and the spatial resolution of the elastogram. The larger the window (i.e., the greater the number of displacement values used), the higher the SNR but the poorer the spatial resolution of the strain values. Therefore, the spatial resolution of the final strain image will result from a combination of both the displacement estimation “reference window” size and the strain estimation window size chosen. The strain was calculated for each sample at strain estimation window sizes between 0.29 and 7.20 mm, in increments of 0.86 mm. Assuming that the mechanical properties of the silicone replica were homogeneous, the strain SNR was then calculated as the mean strain over the entire image divided by the standard deviation of the strain over the entire image.

It is also possible to measure the gradient orthogonal to the direction of displacement (e.g., \( \frac{\partial u_y}{\partial y} \)), in which case the result is a component of shear strain. However, for this study, solely the normal strain in the direction of stretch was calculated and analyzed.

3 Results

There were two stages to the elastography processing, first the tracking stage to obtain displacement estimates and second the

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of two adjacent windows and their displacement following an applied strain. It is assumed that the elastic medium is tethered to a rigid support on the left and to a support on the right that moves to the right so as to apply the tensile strain. The displacement of window 2 includes the extension for the region in the image in window 2 plus a translation to the right, caused by the extension in the region of the image in window 1.

Fig. 6 Method of calculating normal strain from x-displacement estimates.
strain estimation stage. The next sections describe the results in the two different stages separately.

3.1 Displacement Estimation

In general, noise reduces, and displacement SNR increases, with increasing reference window size (as shown in Fig. 7). However, this is at the cost of reduced spatial resolution, where spatial resolution is the ability to image points a fixed distance apart, and, assuming sufficient density of information to track in the original images, is limited by the size of the tracking window, as found by Miller et al.17 Note that the reduction in spatial resolution with increasing window size is not to be confused with the reduction in number of displacement estimation pixels with increasing window size indicated in Fig. 7. This reduction in displacement image pixel number arises due to the use of a constant overlap (as a fixed proportion of the window size) between consecutive reference windows. A larger overlap may be used with increasing window size, to keep the number of displacement pixels the same as for small window sizes, but this will not increase the ability to image points a fixed distance apart (i.e., spatial resolution).

In order to establish the accuracy of the technique, measured strains can be compared with the known applied strain. For example, the displacement estimates shown in Fig. 7 are an average of 0.15 mm greater at the lowest region of the images compared to the upper region of the images. As the vertical size of the image is 14 mm, this would indicate an approximate average strain of 1.1%, comparable to the applied strain of 1.2%.

Results for the effect of tracking window size on displacement SNR are shown for replicas from three skin samples in Fig. 8. It is clear that there is a plateau, i.e., increasing window size beyond a threshold value has no or little effect on SNR, at the cost of continuing to reduce spatial resolution. Therefore, setting a threshold at which this plateau occurred allowed optimization of the trade-off between SNR and resolution. The threshold was set such that increasing to the next larger window size (an increment of 0.29 mm) resulted in an increase in displacement SNR of <14.4, i.e., there was less than 50 units increase in displacement SNR per millimeter increase in window size. The optimum window size could therefore be selected for different skin types; these are shown alongside resulting displacement SNR and skin line spacing in Table 1.

In addition to using displacement SNR to determine optimum window size, the correlation coefficient is a measure of the degree of similarity between the cross-correlated data window and the matched data set in the second image and is another useful measure to analyze tracking performance. A high correlation coefficient indicates an increased probability that the correct part of the image has been identified, resulting in lower noise in displacement estimates. When performing elastography, it is generally accepted that the greater the window size, the higher the correlation coefficient. However for large windows, the correlation coefficient begins to decrease. The data shown in Fig. 9 (which is for height profile images from sample number 3, acquired at strains of 0% and 0.26% and then tracked using a wide range of different sized windows) is typical of all results and illustrates this behavior, where the spatial mean value of the correlation coefficient varies with the window size.

The results so far have been shown for an applied strain of 0.26% only. The study included different levels of strain to also analyze the tracking performance with strain. As the signal is progressively stretched (when the replica is strained), the signal becomes progressively less similar to the original prestretched signal to which it is being compared. In general, the larger the applied strain, the poorer the correlation between the prestretched and poststretched signals. This effect is shown in Fig. 10, where the corresponding correlation coefficients are shown against applied strain for one of the Silflo samples.

The data in Fig. 10 show the resulting mean correlation coefficients, which appear to sharply decrease as the applied strain increases. The data are typical of all tested replicas; however, despite the analysis being carried out using the optimum reference window size for each sample, the rate of reduction in mean correlation coefficient with strain occurred more severely for samples with low frequency skin lines. This may be due to the larger reference windows required for lower frequency skin line samples containing higher levels of strain decorrelation noise.

3.2 Strain Estimation

Figure 11 shows an example of how the strain SNR typically increases with an increase in strain estimation window size.

Fig. 7 Displacement images produced when tracking height profile images (shown in Fig. 3) of the Silflo replica from a 25-year-old’s ankle (sample 3, see Table 1), strain 1.2%, window sizes (a) 0.58 mm, (b) 0.86 mm, (c) 1.15 mm, and (d) 1.44 mm.

Fig. 8 Displacement SNR as a function of window size, at an applied strain of 0.26%, for (a) 25-year-old female, different sites (samples 1, 2, and 4, see Table 1); (b) hand, different age groups (samples 1, 8, and 12, see Table 1).
The larger the window size, the greater the smoothing of the data, therefore noise reduces accordingly. All samples tested in this study showed a similar trend in strain SNR with strain estimation window size. As SNR is the ratio of mean to standard deviation of the data, comparing SNR for different magnitudes of applied strain will inevitably lead to complication due to different mean strain values being used in the calculation. Therefore, although an increase in standard deviation was measured for increasing applied strain, the increase in mean measured strain more than compensated for this effect, such that, in general, larger applied strains resulted in higher strain SNR.

### Table 1 Optimum window sizes for tracking different skin types, at an applied strain of 0.26%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample No.</th>
<th>Skin site</th>
<th>Age group</th>
<th>Skin line spacing (mm)</th>
<th>Optimum window size (mm)</th>
<th>Displacement SNR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ankle</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>20 to 30</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>30 to 40</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Ankle</td>
<td>30 to 40</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Palm (5th metacarpal)</td>
<td>30 to 40</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>50 to 60</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>50 to 60</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>50 to 60</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>50 to 60</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Hand</td>
<td>70 to 80</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>70 to 80</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Leg</td>
<td>70 to 80</td>
<td>4.58</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Hip (with melanoma lesion)</td>
<td>60 to 70</td>
<td>1.15 [1.15]</td>
<td>1.44 (0.86)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Stomach (with benign lesion)</td>
<td>30 to 40</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The larger the window size, the greater the smoothing of the data, therefore noise reduces accordingly. All samples tested in this study showed a similar trend in strain SNR with strain estimation window size. As SNR is the ratio of mean to standard deviation of the data, comparing SNR for different magnitudes of applied strain will inevitably lead to complication due to different mean strain values being used in the calculation. Therefore, although an increase in standard deviation was measured for increasing applied strain, the increase in mean measured strain more than compensated for this effect, such that, in general, larger applied strains resulted in higher strain SNR.

### 4 Discussion

#### 4.1 Displacement Estimation

When choosing which tracking window size to use, the first consideration should be the choice of trade-off between spatial resolution and noise, as the higher the spatial resolution, the higher the noise. Once this trade-off has been considered, assuming that the plateau in displacement SNR with the window size occurs.
for all skin samples, there is no value in choosing a larger window size once this plateau has been reached. Therefore in order to achieve high spatial resolutions, the smallest window size should be chosen on the plateau. This is referred to herein as the optimum window size. Using the optimum window size, the samples described in this study showed mean correlation coefficients higher than 0.93.

Using this method, a linear relationship between skin line spacing and optimum window size has been found across the samples tested, as shown in Fig. 12, where the following relationship between optimum window size, \( W \), and skin line spacing, \( d \), was found:

\[
W = 0.521d. \tag{1}
\]

This was calculated using 13 of the 16 sample replicas made (\( r = 0.957, p < 0.01 \)). For the remaining three samples, sample 16 was not able to be imaged and samples 7 and 15 were abnormal (described later).

Sources of noise, such as random additive noise or strain decorrelation noise, can lead to errors in the measured displacement and strain. Random additive noise arises during the acquisition of each height image and will therefore be statistically the same, although different at the pixel level, from one height image to the next. Strain decorrelation noise arises when strain is applied to tissue between separate image frames. Walker and Trahey\(^{16} \) have shown that when tracking, the precision of the displacement estimate (i.e., the position of the peak in the cross-correlation function) due to random additive noise (at the point of data acquisition and in the absence of strain) is proportional to the width of the cross-correlation function peak, which is inversely proportional to the signal spatial frequency. Therefore for a given window size and fixed random noise standard deviation, the error on the displacement estimate will be larger for lower signal frequencies (i.e., larger skin line spacing). Closer skin lines would provide a narrower correlation peak, and so would provide more precise displacement estimation. As skin line frequency varies with the subject and body site, whereas the spatial frequency characteristics of ultrasound or optical coherence speckle are set for a given imaging system, tracking parameters have to be modified to allow for this change between samples. Keeping the width of this window proportional to skin line frequency therefore ensures a fairly constant displacement SNR irrespective of skin line spacing. A window size of half the skin line spacing appears the optimum choice.

It may be noted that, although it is not stated in the literature as far as the authors are aware, the same could be said to be true in ultrasound and optical coherence elastography if one were tracking resolved backscattering structure rather than fully developed speckle. The spatial frequency of the image texture that represents the signal to be tracked would then vary with the tissue region and thus require a tissue-adapted window optimization similar to that described here. The converse of this is also true. That is, in skin surface laser speckle tracking\(^{5} \), there should be no need to use a tissue-adapted tracking window size, so long as the speckle is fully developed.

Some of the samples had an atypical skin line pattern, as shown in Fig. 13. Whereas all points chosen for calculating the best-fit straight line between optimum window size and skin line spacing were within one standard deviation of the fitted straight line, these points were more than one standard deviation away from the line. They were therefore excluded from the least-squares calculation. These samples did, however, provide further insight into how window size and shape must be adapted for different skin line trends.

For sample number 7, skin lines mostly followed a predominant direction [as shown in Fig. 13(a)] with few lines in other directions. The optimum window size was much larger than the expected possibly due to the lack of detail to track in this predominant skin line direction. Because of the highly uni-directional skin line pattern, the use of a nonsquare window may improve the ability to track the signal at smaller window sizes. Alternatively, rotation of the direction in which strain was applied could have reduced the optimum window size and consequently improved the spatial resolution of the displacement measurement. This also means that relying on skin surface profile as a signal to track in elastography has the consequence that, in general, the performance is not isotropic.

Sample 15 was a replica of a pigmented lesion with three regions of different skin line patterns. The skin line pattern within the pigmented lesion itself was different to the surrounding skin, and there was also a third region which encircled the pigmented lesion with a skin line pattern different to that of both the lesion and the surrounding skin. Figure 13(b) shows a small section of the height profile image from the nonpigmented skin immediately surrounding the pigmented lesion, where the lesion is situated to the bottom left of the section of image shown. The dominant lines are a feature of the pigmented lesion, even though they are outside of the pigmented area of the lesion, whilst the minor lines correspond to the natural skin line pattern. This is consistent with the fact that malignant pigmented lesions tend to have disrupted skin line patterns.\(^{16} \) Analysis of this small
section of skin surrounding the pigmented lesion gave results shown in parentheses for sample 15 in Table 1, which more closely followed the trend between optimum window size and skin line pattern than the results within the lesion.

It would appear beneficial, therefore, if height profile images could be analyzed in an automated manner prior to tracking, to observe spatial variations in skin line pattern across the image, to allow a locally adaptive optimum window size to be determined, which would then allow further optimization of displacement images. Prior to tracking, an analysis to establish whether samples follow the linear trend may even be a useful indicator of malignancy, although this would perhaps be a cumbersome form of texture analysis that is better accomplished by more efficient means.  

The dependency of optimum window size, displacement noise, and correlation coefficient on the skin line frequency leads to complex behavior, for example, where extremely large window sizes are used, tracking ability decreases and correlation coefficients begin to reduce (see Fig. 9), however just as optimum window size varies with skin line pattern, the window size at which correlation coefficients start to reduce also depends on the skin line pattern. This is because for the reference windows containing a high number of skin lines (either due to high skin line frequency or the reference window itself being large), see Fig. 14(a), there is more signal to correlate to, so when the signal is stretched, it will appear more different than a reference window containing less skin lines (either due to a lower skin line frequency or the reference window itself being smaller), see Fig. 14(b). Because an implicit assumption, that negligible strain exists within a reference window, no longer holds true above a certain reference window size, correlation coefficients start to reduce, and the point at which this occurs will be a result of the number of skin lines within the reference window and also the amount of strain applied.

The applied strain was varied during the study to assess the relationship between strain decorrelation noise and strain, using the correlation coefficient as a measure. The greater the strain, the greater the degree of poststrained signal stretching and/or flattening compared to the prestrained signal, and hence the resulting correlation values would be expected to worsen. As predicted, Fig. 10 shows that the correlation coefficient decreases as applied strain increases. This behavior, observed for optical elastography, appears to be in agreement with the previous work for ultrasound elastography where the correlation coefficient was found to decrease from 1 at a strain of approximately 1% to 0.5 at a strain of approximately 10%. Minimizing the applied strain will therefore reduce the likelihood of inaccurate displacement estimation and improve strain SNR. However if this is not possible, “companding” may be performed, whereby the strained signal is distorted (in the stretching case, compressed) using signal processing, to improve its correlation with the original signal. The total strain is then given by summing the strain value used to compress the stretched signal and any residual strain measured between the two signals. The advantage of this technique is that the compressed version of the stretched signal more closely resembles the unstretched signal, so there is less decorrelation when performing block matching. Companding to compensate for skin profile strain may, however, be more complex than that for ultrasound echo signal strain, since it may also have to correct for “thinning” of the skin height profile that occurs as tensile strain is applied. A second approach may be to track incrementally, where multiple image frames are collected throughout the straining process and tracking is performed between consecutive pairs of frames, each frame having been acquired at a slightly larger applied strain. The total strain at each point would then be obtained by summing together the strain values measured at each increment. This technique is, however, limited by the...
maximum frame rate of the height profile imaging device. Alternatively, the strain rate may be reduced to match the acquisition rate of the imaging system, if visco-elastic effects are negligible. Even with these techniques, the height profile “thinning” mentioned above is likely to be a limiting factor on the total strain that can be applied when tracking skin surface topography, as eventually skin lines will completely disappear and there will no longer be enough structure to track.

4.2 Strain Estimation

The choice of strain estimation window size appears to be much more straightforward than the choice of displacement estimation reference window size and, as in previous strain imaging methods, must be a compromise between strain SNR, spatial resolution and contrast, and must be chosen depending on the individual requirements of the task. The larger the strain estimation window size, the more displacement estimates are used to calculate the strain, thereby smoothing strain estimates and increasing strain SNR as shown in Fig. 11. Therefore, this effect smooths out noise, but also smoothes out high-resolution detail and reduces the contrast. Novel techniques such as weighted least squares estimation, could also be employed to further improve the proposed technique, by weighting the influence of each of the displacement estimates used to calculate the strain estimate, by the displacement estimate’s correlation metrics.  

5 Strain Estimation in a Silicone Replica With Stiffness Contrast

To investigate the ability of the technique to distinguish between regions of different stiffness, a silicone replica with a step change in thickness was made, thereby creating regions which would exhibit different strain behavior. A mold was used to create the step thickness change on the back surface of the replica, with the skin surface replicated on the front surface as shown in Fig. 15. As the material properties varied on the back surface, this allowed undisrupted skin topography, for tracking strain, however, this meant that the transition in strain would be more gradual between the two regions. This sacrifice was deemed worthwhile in order to allow undisrupted skin topography on the imaging face, to rule out the possibility of surface topography influencing strain measurement.

The strain image in Fig. 15 was produced at an applied strain of 0.15%, with a displacement estimation window size of 1.15 mm and a strain estimation window size of 5 mm. The dashed line indicates the region where the change in thickness occurs. The two thicknesses of the replica were 2 and 6 mm, hence the thicker region would be approximately three times stiffer and consequently more resistant to strain. The image shows a corresponding region of lower strain in the top half of the image (average strain = 0.14%) and higher strain in the lower half of the image (average strain = 0.18%). Differences between these regional average strain measurements would be larger if it were possible to create a replica with immediate transition in strain resistance, nevertheless strain contrast can still be observed. Strain variation is also apparent within each stiffness region, and corresponds to variation in thickness due to skin line pattern.

6 Tracking Skin Surface Topography In Vivo

A suspected malignant melanoma was tested at the Pigmented Lesion Clinic at Sutton Hospital, Epsom and St Helier Trust, Surrey, UK (trial reference number 05/Q0806/90). The feet of the Extensometer were attached to the skin using cyanoacrylate gel. Skin surface topography images were acquired at 0% and 1.25% strain using a photometric stereo technique. The lesion was then excised under local anaesthetic and histologically evaluated as a junctional benign nevus. The photometric stereo device has the benefits of having a higher frame rate, larger skin height dynamic range and being based on less expensive video photography compared to the Primos system. The original pixel dimensions were 0.023 mm × 0.023 mm. A displacement estimation tracking window size of 0.69 mm × 0.69 mm was chosen based on the frequency of the skin lines. The mean correlation coefficient over the entire image was 0.9076, comparable with the values found in the silicone replicas. Strain was then calculated from the displacement images using the least squares strain estimator, as previously described. A strain estimation window size of 4.6 mm was used, resulting in a strain image size of approximately 7 mm × 7 mm. Note that the current device had a relatively limited field of view but this can easily be upgraded in a more extensive in vivo study. A color photographic image and resulting strain image are shown in Fig. 16. The mean strain within the lesion boundary (as drawn by a dermatologist using the color photograph) was calculated as 1.00 ± 0.24% and the mean strain in the surrounding skin was 1.08 ± 0.29%, both similar in magnitude to the applied strain. As this lesion was a junctional nevus, minimal structural variation would be expected, but nevertheless are measurable with the technique. In malignant melanomas, large structural variations occur, particularly in the dermis, and they are also associated with disruption to skin line pattern, where the skin lines tend to be finer and more random in orientation.

Fig. 16 (a) Color photograph of unstrained skin and benign junctional nevus and (b) corresponding normal strain image (strain in %).
but are nevertheless still apparent at high enough frequency to allow texture analysis to be performed.24

7 Conclusion
This study has shown that elastography of skin surface height profile images is feasible. Using techniques such as photometric stereo to extract the height profile it may also be as inexpensive as simple video photography but with the potential advantage that the result is not dependent on natural skin pigment markings, or on adding paint or ink marks to the skin. Strain images of reasonable quality may be produced by tracking the height profile signal when silicone replicas are used to reproduce the skin surface topography. The next step toward developing the technique would be to assess the feasibility of skin surface elastography in vivo, using an improved surface topography system (i.e., lower cost, higher frame rate, and larger skin height dynamic range) and in direct comparison with the simple surface photography color or gray-scale tracking approach. A preliminary example of a skin surface elastogram of a pigmented lesion was produced in vivo using the photometric stereo system and illustrates that the technique shows promise. To ensure optimum image quality throughout the imaged field, optimum tracking window size must be selected for a given region of skin, using the frequency of the skin lines. Measuring across the entire image (to assess regional variation in frequency), may enable further reduction in the optimum reference window size compared to the average of 1.2 mm found for the samples described in this study. In this study, skin samples were deliberately chosen to cover a wide range of skin line frequencies. In practice, skin line frequency is generally toward the higher end of this range, such that the majority of skin samples would be expected to achieve spatial resolution in the order of 1 mm. Without compromising the measured displacement SNR, similar spatial resolutions should be possible to those reported with the previously published spray technique of 0.8 mm, where the spray technique had the disadvantage of requiring contact with the skin. Due to the ability to use smaller reference windows, improved spatial resolution is likely in samples with high skin line frequency, although this will also be dependent on the strain estimation window size chosen. A future publication will describe the optimized technique reported herein, when used to track pigmented lesions in vivo.
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